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    1.   

The Chicken Farm and Other Sacred Places:The Joy of Serving God in the Ordinary

  

By Ken Barnes

  

With humor and honesty, teacher Kenneth Barnes takes us on his  journey from tending
chickens to assisting in a kitchen to sweating in a  steel mill and more. Stories of frustration, joy,
and every emotion in  between reveal the true direction of being the disciple of Christ: the  way
up is always down. Joy in serving comes not from excitement or  recognition. It comes from
following Christ, the ultimate servant.  Read  More

  

    
    2.   

Book Review: Unstoppable, "The Incredible Power of Faith in Action" by Nick Vujicic

  

by Joann Schmid 
 The writer explains the difference  between having faith and living in faith, two totally

different things.  If you are praying or waiting for a sign that will reveal your life's  purpose you
may be in for a surprise. Learn about the power of faith in  action and what that really means. 
Read More
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    3. The Power of Praying for Your Adult Children by Stormie Ormatian   

by Jessica Gerald 

  

 She addresses many things faced by parents.  For example, we may feel   guilty over any
shortcomings and think that any problem our child has  is  somehow a failing on our part.
Stormie is not critical or  judgmental.   She writes as if she is right in the trenches with you.  
She knows what  you are going through because she has been there and  still is there. Read
More

    
    4. MY TOP CHRISTIAN BOOK S  - by Miriam Kinai  

  

The following is a list and 100 word book reviews of the books that  have helped me manage
different types of stress at different stages and  periods of my life. These books are written by
various authors such as  Joyce Meyer, Judy Jacobs, Bishop T.D. Jakes and Dr. Daniel Olukoya.
Some  of the books such as Managing Stress with the Word of God and SWORD  WORDS;I
have written myself and have been healed as I wrote them for as  many writers will testify,
writing is therapeutic. Read more…
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